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Jets: Beautiful and Challenging
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Jets Affect Galaxies/Clusters
(Fabian et al. 2003)

we assume spherical symmetry but make no specific assump-
tion about the form of the underlying gravitational potential. We
first calculate the surface brightness (in a given energy band) in
a set of annuli (or wedges) and choose a corresponding set of
spherical shells. The gas parameters are assumed to be uniform
inside each shell. Outside 80 the emissivity was assumed to de-
crease with radius as a power law. The projection can then be

written as a convolution of the emissivities in each shell with the
projection matrix. The solution for emissivities minimizing the
!2 deviation from the observed surface brightness in the set of
annuli can be easily found (see, e.g., Churazov et al. 2003). The
emissivities are then converted to electron densities using the
Chandra spectral response, evaluated for the spectrum with a
given temperature and abundance of heavy elements (see the

Fig. 6.—Left: The 0.5Y2.5 keV band full-resolution (1 pixel ! 0:49200) image of the entire data set after background subtraction and ‘‘flat fielding’’ of the center of
M87.Center: The 6 cmVLA radio image fromHines et al. (1989) showing the radio jet and the synchrotron emission from the cocoon. The cocoon of relativistic plasma is
the ‘‘piston’’ that mediates outbursts from the central SMBH and drives shocks into the surrounding X-ray-emitting, thermal gas. Right : IRAC 4.5 "m image divided by a
#-model to remove the strong gradient of emission from the galaxy light. Prominent X-ray features of the central region show the counterjet cavity surrounded by a very
fine rim of gas and cavities to the west and southwest of the jet after the jet passes the sonic point and the radio-emitting plasma bends clockwise. The innermost buoyant
bubble (X-ray cavity, labeled ‘‘Bud’’ in left panel) coincides with the radio synchrotron emission extending south from the cocoon (center). The IRAC image shows the
emission from the nucleus and the jet. The IR jet emission ends just before the feature ‘‘Jet Cavity’’ in the X-ray image. On the counterjet side of the nucleus, two bright IR
patches ( labeled with arrows in the IRAC image) lie within a ‘‘C’’ shaped region. The two bright IR patches coincide with brighter regions of 6 cm emission (also marked
with arrows in the center panel) and associated with structures $ and % in Hines et al. (1989). The IR emission (and the coincident radio emission) lie at nearly 90" from the
direction of the jet (in projection) and arise from unbeamed emission.

Fig. 5.—Left: The relative deviations of the surface brightness from a radially averaged surface brightness model, i.e., #data$model%/model over a broad energy band
(0.5Y2.5 keV). The shock, an outer cavity beyond the eastern arm, a sharp edge in the eastern arm, and an outer partial ring are seen. We have excised the prominent point
sources from this image by substituting a local background. Right: The 90 cm VLA image from Owen et al. (1990) at the same scale as the Chandra image shows the
relationship between the X-ray and radio structures. In particular, the eastern and southwestern arms are apparent in both X-ray and radio: the outer X-ray cavity cor-
responds to an enhancement in the radio, and the outer ring (enhancement in X-ray image) lies just beyond the edge of the large-scale radio emission. The radio torus, at the
end of the eastern arm, is connected by the arm to the center of M87. The torus and arm produce a ‘‘mushroom’’ shaped structure (cap and stem).

FORMAN ET AL.1062 Vol. 665Perseus Cluster

M87 (Forman et al. 2007)
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FORMAN ET AL.1062 Vol. 665Perseus Cluster

M87 (Forman et al. 2007)Cosmic Feedback from AGN 125

Figure 6. Left: The Arms and weak shocks produced by the jets of M87 (Forman et al 2007).
Right: The gigantic interaction of the radio lobes and intracluster gas of MS0735.6 (McNamara
et al 2009). The figure shows the inner 700 kpc of the cluster, extending well beyond its cool
core.

Figure 7. Left: HST image of the filaments around NGC1275 in the Perseus cluster (Fabian et
al 2008). Right: Mass of H2 reservoir compared with Spitzer IR luminosity (O’Dea et al 2008).

Much of this IR luminosity is due to vigorous star formation in the BCG, presumably
fuelled by a residual cooling flow. Some however could be due to the coolest X-ray
emitting clumps, at 0.5–1 keV, mixing in with the cold gas and thereby cooling non-
radiatively (Fabian et al 2002; Soker et al 2004). The outer filaments in NGC 1275, may
be powered by the hot gas (Ferland et al 2009).

The conclusion is that gas may be cooling from the hot phase of the intracluster medium
at a higher rate than otherwise thought. Some of the cooling occurs non-radiatively by
mixing. The gas then hangs around for Gyrs as a reservoir of cold molecular dust clouds,
forming stars slowly and sporadically.

Generally the central AGN in BCGs is quite sub-Eddington (! ! 10!3
" 10!2). The

luminous low redshift quasar H1821+643 at z = 0.3 is a counter-example (Russell et al

MS0735.6
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• Growth of the 
central BHs and 
their host 
galaxies are 
inter-connected

• Jet feedback?

• Radiative 
feedback?

measurements based on stellar kinematics and gas kine-
matics. If the stated measurement errors in the black hole
masses are correct or if they are underestimated because of
systematic errors, the intrinsic dispersion in theMBH-! rela-
tion is no larger than about 0.25–0.3 dex in black hole mass
(i.e., less than a factor of 2).

Black hole mass estimates based on gas kinematics are
particularly uncertain, due to uncertainties in the spatial dis-
tribution of the gas (e.g., filled disk or torus configuration,
uncertain inclination and thickness) and the large but uncer-
tain correction for pressure support. In particular, including
a correction for pressure support will increase the black hole
mass; since four of the six high-dispersion galaxies in our
sample have masses determined by gas kinematics, a system-
atic increase in their masses could increase the best-fit slope.

The range of slopes for the MBH-! relation found in the
literature appears to arise mostly from systematic di!eren-
ces in the velocity dispersions used by di!erent groups. We
do not believe that these di!erences reflect the di!erent defi-
nitions of dispersion used by the groups (FM use the disper-
sion within a circular aperture of radius re=8, and the
Nukers use the dispersion within a slit aperture of half-
length re). It appears that part of the di!erence results from
Ferrarese &Merritt’s analysis, in which central velocity dis-
persions are extrapolated to re=8 using an empirical for-
mula. However, another—and possibly larger—component
appears to arise from poorly understood systematic errors
in the dispersion measurements.

In a few galaxies, the influence of the central black hole
may significantly a!ect the velocity dispersions—both the
central dispersions used by FM and the slit dispersions used

by the Nukers. Future analyses of the MBH-! relation
should be based on velocity-dispersion measures that are
less strongly weighted to the center; it is likely that both the
slope and the intrinsic scatter of the relation depend on
which dispersion measure is used, and it will be interesting
to seek the dispersion measure that o!ers the smallest intrin-
sic scatter. Other improvements in the analysis would
include the use of statistical estimators that are more robust
and that explicitly include an intrinsic dispersion in the
black hole mass, accounting properly for the asymmetric
error bars in black hole mass determinations, and estimat-
ing more accurately the uncertainties in individual disper-
sion measurements.

The investment of the astronomy community in the di"-
cult task of measuring black hole masses has not yet been
matched by a commensurate investment in the much easier
task of obtaining high-quality kinematic maps of galaxies
containing black holes. A complete set of high-quality dis-
persion and rotation profiles for the galaxies in Table 1
would allow us to explore more deeply how the black hole
mass is related to the kinematic structure of its host galaxy.

We thank Michael Hudson and Tim de Zeeuw for discus-
sions and Tim de Zeeuw for communicating results in
advance of publication. Support for proposals 7388, 8591,
9106, and 9107 was provided by NASA through a grant
from the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is oper-
ated by the Association of Universities for Research in
Astronomy, Inc., under NASA contract NAS 5-26555. This
research was also supported by NSF grant AST 99-00316.

Fig. 7.—Data on black hole masses and dispersions for the galaxies in
Table 1, along with the best-fit correlation described by eqs. (1) and (19).
Mass measurements based on stellar kinematics are denoted by circles, on
gas kinematics by triangles, and on maser kinematics by asterisks; Nuker
measurements are denoted by filled circles. The dashed lines show the 1 !
limits on the best-fit correlation.

Fig. 8.—Residuals between the black hole masses and dispersions for the
galaxies in Table 1 and the best-fit correlation described by eq. (1) with
" ! 4:02 (eq. [19]). Mass measurements based on stellar kinematics are
denoted by circles, on gas kinematics by triangles, and on maser kinematics
by asterisks; Nuker measurements are denoted by filled circles.

750 TREMAINE ET AL. Vol. 574

(Tremaine et al. 2002)

Jets Affect Galaxies/Clusters
“M-sigma” relation: BH mass and stellar velocity 

dispersion are correlated
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• Gravity limits BH B-field strength:

• At B  ≳ Bmax, a magnetically-arrested disk (MAD) forms:
‣ Black hole magnetic flux and jet power are maximum
‣ B-field is as strong as gravity

• How do we get a MAD?

• Numerical experiments via advanced 3D GRMHD simulations with the HARM 
code (Gammie+03, AT+07,11, McKinney & Blandford 09): took over 103 CPU-years!
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Much Larger Flux than Before

Similarly, the shell average of a quantityQ at a radius r is defined
to be

Q(r)h iS !
R !!!!!!"g
p Q(t; r; !;") d! d"R !!!!!!"g

p
d! d"

: #5$

The angular profile of the time average ofQ at radius r is defined
by

Q(!; r)h iA !
2

#T

Z !!!!!!"g
p Q(t; r; !;") dt d": #6$

Lastly, the time and volume average of Q is:

hQiV !
R !!!!!!"g
p Q(t; r; !;") dt dr d! d"R !!!!!!"g

p
dt dr d! d"

: #7$

In these equationsT is the time overwhich the integral is computed,
and g is the usual metric determinant. Typically T ! 6000M ; for
KDPg and QDPg this is the last 6000M of the full evolution,
while for TDPa we choose a 6000M window in the middle of the
simulation after the accretion flow is established. The spatial ex-
tent of the shell integration is the full ! and" computational domain.
During a given simulation, various shell integrals and radial fluxes
are computed and stored everyM in time. These data can then be
integrated over time to obtain quantities such as the total or time-
averaged jet outflow or accretion rate.

It is also useful to divide the shell and volume integrals into two
parts, with one for bound and one for unboundflow. For simplicity,
we define a particular zone to be ‘‘unbound’’ if "hUt > 1. Un-
bound outflow can further be defined as those unbound cells with
U r > 0. In these simulations, only the outflow near the axis (the
jet outflow) is unbound; the coronal backflow from the disk itself
remains bound.

3.1. Disk Body

The initial evolution of the accretion disks inKDPg andQDPa
is qualitatively similar. Both field configurations begin with con-

siderable radial fieldwithin the torus. This is sheared out, generating
toroidal field which, by t % 500M, is sufficiently strong that the
resulting poloidal gradient in bk k2 begins to drive the inner edge
of the torus (initially located at r ! 15M ) inward. The inner edge
of the disk arrives at the black hole at t %1000M . Within the disk
body, the MRI generates the turbulence that will determine the
subsequent evolution of the disk, and by t % 4000M, a statistically
stationary turbulent accretion flow has been established inside
the radius of the inner edge of the initial torus.

The toroidal fieldmodel TDPa evolvesmore slowly than the two
poloidal field cases, consistent with the results from earlier toroidal
field pseudo-Newtonian simulations (Hawley & Krolik 2002).
As discussed at length in Hawley & Krolik (2002), this behavior
stems both from the absence of an initial radial field (whichmeans
that there is no toroidal field amplification due to shear) and from
the fact that long-wavelength modes, which are the most effective
in driving accretion, grow relatively slowly. Inflow can begin only
when the MRI has produced turbulence of sufficient amplitude,
which occurs by t ! 4000M, corresponding to about 5 orbits
at the radius of the torus pressure maximum. The accretion rate
into the hole increases until about t ! 1:5 ; 104M , after which
it shows large fluctuations without an overall trend.

Figure 2 shows time-averaged, shell-integrated radial profiles of
a number of quantities relevant to the accretion flow: accretion rate
Ṁ ! h$Ur(r)iF , surface density !(r)! $h iF /

R
(grrg"")

1=2 d", the
net accreted angularmomentum per unit rest mass, L!hTr

"( FL)(r)&
T r
"(EM)(r)iF /Ṁ , the magnetic field strength h bk k2(r)iF , the EM

Poynting flux h T r
t

"" ""
(EM)(r)iF , and the EM angular momentum

flux hjT r
"j(EM)(r)iF . The subscripts FL and EM denote the fluid

and EM contributions to the stress-energy tensor, respectively. All
quantities were computed in the coordinate frame after the turbu-
lent accretion flow was established, and in all cases the vol-
ume integral was restricted to cells where the matter was bound.
The poloidal field simulations were averaged over time t !
4000M Y10;000M , while the toroidal field data were averaged
over t ! 12;500M Y18;500M.

These six plotsmay be divided into two groups: those with little
dependence on initial field topology (surface density and accreted

Fig. 1.—Initial configurations of dipole (left), quadrupole (middle) andmultiple-loop (right) field topologies. The torus for themultiple-loop topology is shown slightly
zoomed to better illustrate the initial field structure. White contours denote magnetic field lines, color contours the gas % parameter. Solid and dashed lines indicate field
polarity: solid lines denote current into the page, dashed lines current out of the page.
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Maximum 
Jet Power 
vs. Spin
(h/r∼0.3)

(AT, McKinney 2012, 
MNRAS, 423, 55;

2014 in prep.)

               unambiguously shows that net energy is 
extracted from the BH
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Magnetic fields are dynamically important if 
(for rapidly spinning black holes)

Pjet ⇠ Ṁc2
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(McKinney 05, 
Hawley & Krolik 06)

Jets from MADs can be much more 
powerful than in previous simulations 

with fine-tuned initial conditions. 
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powerful than in previous simulations 
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Thicker disks 
produce more 
powerful jets
 (McKinney, Tchekhovskoy, 
Blandford, 2012, MNRAS, 

423, 3083)
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Mystery of Transient Jets
• Global disk instability -> increase in mass accretion rate (Potter and 

Balbus 2014) -> increase in     and jet power

• Disk can become thermally unstable and catastrophically cool

• This is believed to cause magnetic flux to leave the black hole and switch 
off the jets. Does it?The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 782:L18 (4pp), 2014 February 20 Begelman & Armitage
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Figure 1. Illustration of the observed evolution of black hole binary disks in LX vs. spectral hardness (simplified from Fender et al. 2004), and how that relates to the
assumed evolution of net magnetic fields in our model. The luminosity of the upper branch of the transition depends on the net accumulated flux, which can vary from
cycle to cycle.

with a lower ! and a small transition luminosity. (The hot flow
could be “magnetically dominated” with " ! 1, as in the model
of Igumenshchev 2009, but need not be provided that " is low
enough that ! ! 1.) The simulations suggest that the gap in
transition luminosities could be as large as a factor of 103–104,
though less extreme values are possible if flux accumulation is
inefficient or the thin disk retains some net flux. Thin disks are
unable to advect vertical field inward (Lubow et al. 1994a), so
it is plausible to expect that an initially magnetized thin disk of
scale rout will expel its net field on the diffusion time t# ! r2

out/#
associated with the turbulent diffusivity #.

If the thin disk expels net flux, how is it regenerated? We
argue that flux accumulation in the vicinity of the black hole
occurs due to the action of an MRI disk dynamo (King et al.
2004) at the interface between an inner hot flow and an outer
thin disk. Vertical loops of magnetic field, with radial scales
ranging up to !h and zero net flux, are created at random in
both the thick and thin disk regions. Loops formed deep within
the inner hot flow are advected inward and do not contribute
to flux accumulation, whereas loops entirely within the thin
disk diffuse away. But close to the interface, field loops can be
created where one footpoint is trapped in the inner hot zone
while the other escapes into the thin disk. As the loop opens
up and the footpoints lose causal contact, the inner hot flow
is left with an element of net magnetic flux, of random sign,
that is uncompensated. Inward advection of these uncorrelated
elements of magnetic flux can lead to the stochastic buildup of
a large net magnetic flux close to the black hole.

Because the scale height of the thin disk is so small (h/r !
0.01), flux accumulation due to the MRI in the thin disk is
probably too slow to be of interest. We therefore focus on the
hot flow near the interface at radius r, assuming h/r ! 1, a
characteristic random vertical field strength corresponding to
"0, and a timescale for random changes in flux tdyn. The mid-
plane gas pressure P ! !"1($/r)Ṁ , where Ṁ is the accretion
rate and $ the angular velocity. During each dynamo cycle

tdyn = k$"1, N patches appear carrying positive or negative
flux of magnitude

|%&|N ! $r2

2N

!
8$P

"0

"1/2

(2)

each. If a fraction f of these patches escapes to the thin disk
and diffuses away, a net increment of flux !(f N )1/2|%&|N
is acquired by the hot flow, where it can be advected inward
(Igumenshchev 2008; Beckwith et al. 2009; Cao 2011). If these
flux parcels accumulate as a random walk, the hot flow will have
enough net field to attain " ! 1 after a time

t ! 4N

f
"0k

!
r

rg

"3/2
GM

c3
. (3)

Here rg = GM/c2. MRI turbulence exhibits moderately well-
defined dynamo cycles, with k ! 102 (e.g., O’Neill et al. 2011),
and it is reasonable to assume flux cells of scale up to !r in a
thick disk. It is not clear, however, how weakly magnetized the
thick disk is when it first forms, or how readily flux is separated
at the interface with the thin disk. For M = 10 M# and "0 = 103

(a weak enough field that ! would be less than unity) we have
t ! 6 $ 105(N/f )(r/103rg)3/2 s. Provided that N/f is of order
!100 or less this suggests that a dynamically important field can
be regenerated during the quiescent phase of X-ray binaries, in
far less time than the interval between outbursts. We also note
that the magnetic field of the donor star will thread (at least) the
outer disk, and that even if this ambient flux cannot be advected
it may act as a boundary condition affecting the build-up of flux
within the hot flow.

Figure 1 illustrates how these elements may contribute to
hysteresis in state transitions. In common with other authors,
we assume that the action in the inner disk is sourced by large-
scale variations in the accretion rate originating from farther

2

(Reynolds et al. 2006, 
Begelman & Armitage 2014)
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it is plausible to expect that an initially magnetized thin disk of
scale rout will expel its net field on the diffusion time t# ! r2
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If the thin disk expels net flux, how is it regenerated? We
argue that flux accumulation in the vicinity of the black hole
occurs due to the action of an MRI disk dynamo (King et al.
2004) at the interface between an inner hot flow and an outer
thin disk. Vertical loops of magnetic field, with radial scales
ranging up to !h and zero net flux, are created at random in
both the thick and thin disk regions. Loops formed deep within
the inner hot flow are advected inward and do not contribute
to flux accumulation, whereas loops entirely within the thin
disk diffuse away. But close to the interface, field loops can be
created where one footpoint is trapped in the inner hot zone
while the other escapes into the thin disk. As the loop opens
up and the footpoints lose causal contact, the inner hot flow
is left with an element of net magnetic flux, of random sign,
that is uncompensated. Inward advection of these uncorrelated
elements of magnetic flux can lead to the stochastic buildup of
a large net magnetic flux close to the black hole.

Because the scale height of the thin disk is so small (h/r !
0.01), flux accumulation due to the MRI in the thin disk is
probably too slow to be of interest. We therefore focus on the
hot flow near the interface at radius r, assuming h/r ! 1, a
characteristic random vertical field strength corresponding to
"0, and a timescale for random changes in flux tdyn. The mid-
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and it is reasonable to assume flux cells of scale up to !r in a
thick disk. It is not clear, however, how weakly magnetized the
thick disk is when it first forms, or how readily flux is separated
at the interface with the thin disk. For M = 10 M# and "0 = 103

(a weak enough field that ! would be less than unity) we have
t ! 6 $ 105(N/f )(r/103rg)3/2 s. Provided that N/f is of order
!100 or less this suggests that a dynamically important field can
be regenerated during the quiescent phase of X-ray binaries, in
far less time than the interval between outbursts. We also note
that the magnetic field of the donor star will thread (at least) the
outer disk, and that even if this ambient flux cannot be advected
it may act as a boundary condition affecting the build-up of flux
within the hot flow.

Figure 1 illustrates how these elements may contribute to
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we assume that the action in the inner disk is sourced by large-
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MAD connection to 
observations

• This model has been fleshed out in the last 
year or two

• Many connections to observations of 
microquasars, AGN, GRBs, tidal disruption 
events

• We are only getting started!
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• Radio jet core is where jet becomes 
transparent to its own synchrotron 
radiation:

• At higher ν, the core shifts inward

• Can use this to measure B in the jet

• Magnetic flux                     
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MADs in AGN?
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MADs in AGN?
• Observed scaling: 

• Magnitude of magnetic 
flux in radio-loud AGN 
is consistent with 
MAD expectation

• Many AGN are MAD 

‣ their central BHs are 
surrounded by 
dynamically important 
magnetic field

Bjet / L1/2
acc



• Unlucky star that wanders 
too close is torn apart by BH 
tidal forces

• Mass accretion rate peaks, 
then decreases as mass 
reservoir depletes

MADs in tidal disruption events? Yes!
Image credit: NASA/CXC/M.Weiss
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• However,        keeps increasing as accretion 
brings magnetic flux in (either stellar flux or 
flux picked up from the “fossil” disk, 
Tchekhovskoy et al. 2014)

• Inevitably, MAD forms (Tchekhovskoy, 
Metzger, Giannios, Kelley 2014)

Magnetic flux

B2
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Jetted tidal disruption
Swift J1644+57

Large variability due to jet 
moving past us

(Tchekhovskoy et al 2014, MNRAS, 437, 2744)
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McKinney, Tchekhovskoy, Blandford, 2013, 
Science, 339, 49Vis. by Ralf Kaehler (SLAC) and Jon McKinney
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• GRB prompt emission 
is variable on short 
time scales

• But on average: 

• However, at the end, 
GRBs steeply decay:

• What causes such an 
abrupt change of 
behavior?

S. McBreen et al.: Cumulative light curves of GRBs L31
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Fig. 1. The running (dashed) and cumulative (solid) light curves of
the BATSE bursts with trigger numbers a) 3128, b) 3057, c) 3042,
d) 7560, e) 2217 with count per 64 ms and cumulative count scales
on the left and right vertical axes. The insert gives the straight line fit
(dashed) to the cumulative count (solid) for the relevant section(s) of
the GRB. The vertical axes in the inserts are the normalised cumula-
tive count.
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Fig. 2. The values of P64 ms are plotted versus a) the slope S and b)
the standard slope S ! of the GRB cumulative light curve for three
categories of GRBs i.e. T90 < 2 s (red), T90 > 2 s (green) and the
additional sample with T90 > 100 s (blue). T50 is plotted versus S !

in c) for the same three catagories. The seven GRBs with known red-
shift and detected by BATSE are labelled (van Paradijs et al. 2000;
Castro-Tirado 2001 and references therein). The BATSE trigger num-
bers and redshifts are given in the top figure. An extension of the peak
flux limited sample with T90 > 2 s to lower values should populate the
region containing GRBs 1 and 2 with known z in b).

L ⇠ const

L / t�3...�5

(McBreen+2002)MADs in GRBs

density profile of the external medium and the early radiative
energy losses from the external shock—remained largely un-
explored. Swift is designed to, among other science, probe ex-
actly this unknown observational time window from !102 to
!104 s after burst onset. Here we report for the first time cu-
mulative early X-ray afterglow properties of the first 27 long
GRBs well observed by the Swift XRT.13 In x 2 we describe our
data analysis method. Our observational results are presented in
x 3. In x 4 we discuss the theoretical interpretation and im-
plications of our findings, and our conclusions are summarized
in x 5.

2. DATA ANALYSIS

We have analyzed XRT data of the first 27 Swift GRB after-
glows covering the time interval between 2004 December and
2005 June. Data for each burst were obtained from the Swift
Quick Look site14 and processed consistently with version 2.0 of
the Swift software (release date 2005 April 5). In all cases we
used XSELECT to extract source and background counts from
the cleaned event lists (0.3–10 keV), using grades 0–12 for
photon counting (PC) mode, 0–2 for windowed timing (WT),
and 0–5 for photo-diode (PD) data. We used the European
Southern Observatory (ESO) Munich Imaging Data Analysis
System (MIDAS, ver. 04SEP) to create the X-ray afterglow light
curves for each event. The data were binned dynamically to have
a certain number of photons per bin. For very bright bursts and
at early times after a burst trigger, the binning was set to 500
photons per bin, while at very late times, or for very faint bursts,
the binning was set to 10 counts per bin. On average, light curves
were created with 50 counts per bin. All light curves were
background-subtracted. The exposure times per bin were cal-
culated on the basis of the Good Time Interval (GTI) file. These
light curves were then compared to ones derived independently
with the FTOOL flx2xsp. Each time bin in the latter was se-
lected for high signal-to-noise ratio, after background subtrac-
tion; we required at least 20 counts per bin in order to facilitate
!2 fitting. The data sets derived using these two independent
methods were found to agree very well. Finally, in bothmethods,
we took into account the mode switching during the Swift XRT
observation, which can distort the real count rate during an
event.

Several of the GRBs included in this paper were observed
while Swiftwas still in its calibration phase, before the automatic
mode-switching for the XRT was fully enabled. Some of the
data obtained in PCmode suffered, therefore, from pileup, which
had to be corrected before the light curves and spectra were
fully analyzed. To account for source pileup (significant above
0.5 counts s"1 in PCmode), annular regions were used to extract
the source spectra and light curves. To determine the level of
pileup, the inner radius of the annulus was gradually increased
until the spectral shape no longer changed (pileup leads to the
hardening of photon indices). Background spectra and light
curves were then produced from large ‘‘source-free’’ regions,
offset from the GRB, and the background counts were scaled to
the same size region as used for the source.

The FTOOL xrtmkarf was used to generate ancillary re-
sponse function (ARF) files. Where an annular region had been
required, xrtmkarf was run twice, with and without the point-
spread function (PSF) correction. Fitting the spectra with both
ARFs leads to different normalizations, the ratio of which gives
the pileup correction factor. The most recent (ver. 7) response
matrices (RMFs) were used in the spectral analysis. The light
curves were extracted for each individual orbit of data, cor-
recting for pileup when annuli were used. At later times, or when
no pileup was apparent, circles of radius 20–30 pixels (1 pixel =
2B36) were used.
The XSPEC (ver. 11.3.2) readable light curves produced by

flx2xsp were modeled in XSPEC with a combination of single
and broken power laws to determine the decay slopes and break
times. The time of the burst onset was taken from the msbal.fits
TDRSS file, which normally corresponds to the time when the
BAT instrument recognized the burst through an image trigger,
except for the case of GRB 050319, where the event started
while Swift was slewing to a different target (although triggers
are disabled during slews, the BAT triggered on a later peak in
the light curve of GRB 050319). To determine an energy con-
version factor (ECF) from count rate to fluxes, a simple ab-
sorbed (Galactic NH, determined from Dickey & Lockman
[1990], together with any required excess) power law was fitted
to the XRT spectra (0.3–10 keV). The ECFs were then deter-
mined for unabsorbed fluxes. If no significant spectral changes
were observed, only one ECF was applied per light curve.

3. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

Until 2005 July, only 10 Swift GRBs had measured redshifts.
Figure 1 exhibits the evolution of the X-ray luminosities of these
10 Swift events, together with the longest monitored GRBs in the
last 8 years (see also Kouveliotou et al. 2004). The Swift light
curves fill in the earlier gap and complete the trend observed in
the past (Kouveliotou et al. 2004) in a spectacular way. Figure 2
shows the evolution of the X-ray flux for the 17 Swift GRBs
without known redshifts. Four of these events show X-ray flares
early on (Fig. 2, right panel ).
Combining Figures 1 and 2 we see that a general trend starts

to emerge that may become the standard to describe each GRB
X-ray afterglow light curve. Starting at the earliest XRT obser-
vations (approximately 102 s after the prompt gamma rays), the

13 The XRT also observed GRBs 050117, 050306, 050416B, and 050528.
The first was observed while the XRT was in a high particle background; the
middle two were observed days after the burst due to observing constraints; the
last was observed while XRTwas in an engineering mode. Hill et al. (2006) have
reduced the data for GRB 050117 and find a similar light curve to the canonical
behavior described here. GRB 050509B is a short burst, and not included for that
reason (Gehrels et al. 2005).

14 See http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/sdc/ql?.

Fig. 1.—X-ray luminosity in the range 2–10 keVas a function of time (both
measured in the cosmological rest frame of the GRB) for Swift GRBs with
established redshifts (colored symbols), plotted together with selected earlier
events (black symbols) from Fig. 3 in Kouveliotou et al. (2004).
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➡ jet power ~ constant

• As Mdot falls, B becomes 
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abruptly
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• Magnetic flux 
accumulation naturally 
accounts for:

• constancy of prompt 
GRB luminosity

• abrupt shutoff at the 
end of GRB emission

• Can be used for 
“magnetic tomography” 
progenitor stars!

MADs in GRBsConstancy of Prompt GRB Emission via Large-Scale Magnetic Flux Accumulation 5

Figure 7. BH mass and spin vs. time since the trigger for di↵erent stellar
progenitor models. Black hole spin remains approximately constant in time
(to better than 20%) and BH mass changes by about a factor of two.

Krolik & Piran approximation. 3) BH luminosity due to BZ and
large scale flux available in the system. e↵ect is,

LBZ ⇡
k

4⇡c
�2

H⌦
2
H, (2)

where k ⇡ 0.05 and ⌦H = ac/(2rH). The growth of the magnetic
flux through the black hole depends on the very uncertain field con-
figuration in the star. Since the flux is brought in with with the ac-
ctering mass, it is reasonable to parametrize it as scaling with the
accreted mass of the star:

�BH(t) / M↵accreted(t), (3)

where ↵ ⇠ 1 is a parameter. Therefore LBZ / a2 M2(↵�1), where we
approximated MBH ⇡ Maccreted. In reality, the two are di↵erent by
about 30%.

In Fig. 5 we plot the evolution of the jet luminosity in these 3
scenarios. L drops like a rock in the neutrino model. Maybe a spin
increase of the black hole during the observed GRB stage is pos-
sible for some collapsar models that can o↵set this rapid decrease.
Strong fine tuning seems to be required in any case. When L / Ṁ
the decline of the jet power is less steep but still clear. There is no
reason for the abrupt termination of the bursts. We plot Lj for our
scenario for b = 0, 1, 2. In our picture L ⇠ const for ⇠ 100s and
then the luminosity drops fast once the disk cannot hold onto the
magnetic flux.
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Figure 8. BATSE X-ray lightcurve (in all channels combined) is shown
with solid grey line (left y�axis). The cumulative light curve is shown with
dashed green line (right y�axis). Light green stripe shows the analytical
light curve for progenitor 16TI (Woosley & Heger 2006) and the magnetic
flux distribution index of ↵ = 2 (see .

3.2 The fast decline Phase

Explain that fast decline likely comes directly from the shutting o↵
the central engine. High latitude emission is unlikely explanation.

Discuss the timing of the fast decline (also GRB duration),
how it depends on mass loss from the disk. Also the slopes of the
decline. Do they tell us sth about the progenitor?

Also possibly, when the flux is large in the progenitor (brighter
bursts) the ṀMAD is reached earlier (for everything else the same).
Is there evidence that bright GRBs live shorter? (note however that
a powerful jet breaks out faster brings the triger time also earlier).

4 CONCLUSIONS/DISCUSSION

The time average properties of the prompt emission do not show
any clear trend during the GRB. None of the properties of the
gamma-ray pulses show significant evolution throughout the GRB.
The peak pulse intensity, typical pulse duration, the intervals be-
tween pulses or even spectrum do not evolve in a systematic way
with time since trigger (Ramirez Ruiz & Fenimore 2000; Nakar &
Piran 2002). Looking at a random segment of the GRB lightcurve
there is no way to tell whether it corresponds to the first or second
half of the GRB. This is also demonstrated by the constant slope
S of cumulative counts during GRBs revealing that

R t

0 L�dt ⇠St
or L� ⇠ constant (McBreen, McBreen, Hanlon & Quilligan 2002).

c� 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–6

(w/D. Giannios, in preparation)

6 A. Tchekhovskoy and D. Giannios (in arbitrary order)

Figure 9. .

In contrast, the end is the GRB is typically well defined marked
by a steep decline in flux. This end stage is now seen clearly in
X-ray thanks to XRT to be characterized by L / t�3...�5 with the
flux dropping for several orders of magnitude (until the afterglow
emission takes over; see Nousek et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006). If
the drop in the flux is because of high latitude emission (Kumar &
Panaitescu 2002; Zhang et al. 2007) the actual rate of decline of
the luminosity from the central engine is even steeper. The fact the
expectation from the high-latitude emission model are not verified
observationally (Refs), indicates to us, however, that the decline of
the lightcurve is likely to be directly connected tot he turning o↵
the central engine itself.

– The model can account for the rough constancy of GRB
power during a minute and a sharp shutdown if the central engine.
This is because the power does not track the accretion rate during
the GRB. This is naturally expected since we are flux limited. In a
broad range of collapsar models the mass and spin of the BH vary
little during the GRB ;eaving the power practically constant.

–Discussion on the variability during the GRB and possible
causes.

–Ideas about X-ray flares etc after the GRB is over? O think
Proga & Zhang use MAD ideas to explain flares. Somehow new
accretion episodes have to bring the flux back to the BH.
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Figure 10. .
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How do GRBs dissipate and 
radiate energy?
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• Insert magnetar into 
the middle of the 
star.

• Does this produce a 
GRB?
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Making jets shine
• Stagnation surface is 

analogous to neutron star 
surface

• Can produce a vacuum gap 
that accelerates particles!

• Our detailed cascade 
calculations show that this 
produces sufficient multiplicity 
to make jets, such as in M87, 
which shine in radio and 
gamma-rays

4 BRODERICK & TCHEKHOVSKOY

and thus just above the SED peak for our fiducial parameters.
Hence, the inverse-Compton cooling of the gap-accelerated
pairs initiates a pair-production catastrophe.

The pair-production cross section peaks near 2✏th at ��� ⇡
0.35�T (Gould & Schréder 1967). Thus, the mean free path of
the up-scattered seed photons is approximately

`�� ⇡ 2✏th

us,th���
⇡ 6.6⇥1010R-1/2

15 ⌦-1/2
F,-4 B-1/2

2 u-1/2
s,0 ⌘th cm , (8)

where us,th ⌘ us,0/⌘th is the energy density of seed photons with
energies above ✏th. For a source with infrared spectral index ↵
(i.e., F⌫ / ⌫-↵, in M87 ↵ ⇡ 1.2), the number of seed photons
above an energy ✏s is / ✏-↵

s . Thus, if there is a spectral break
at ✏b, below which the seed photon energy density may be ne-
glected,

⌘th =
⇢

1 ✏th < ✏b

(✏th/✏b)↵ ✏th � ✏b .
(9)

For sufficiently high ✏th, it is possible for ⌘th � 1, implying that
`�� � `IC. When ⌘th = 1, this is larger than `IC by roughly a
factor of three, implying in this case that the gap scale height
comparable to either. A more quantitative model of the gap lep-
ton population may be obtained in one-dimension by assuming
that the pairs are accelerated instantaneously to their asymp-
totic velocities. As shown in Appendix B.1, this implies a gap
thickness of

�⇡
p

2`IC`�� ⇡ 1.7⇥1010R-1/2
15 ⌦-1/2

F,-4 B-1/2
2 u-1/2

s,0 ⌘1/2
th cm ,

(10)
consistent with this.

Counter-propagating positrons or electrons constantly reini-
tiate the cascade, which continues until sufficient charges are
produced to screen the electric fields. Thus we would antic-
ipate that the gap can be evacuated only over a single scale
height. The top of the gap is then roughly defined when the
charge density is sufficient to generate the gap electric field
gradients, and thus the lepton density in the lab frame can be
expressed as (see Appendix B.1):

ng =
r ·E
4⇡e

⇡ E
4⇡e�

= 3.3R3/2
15 ⌦3/2

F,-4B3/2
2 u1/2

s,0 ⌘
-1/2
th cm-3 . (11)

Note that this is related to the Goldreich-Julian density simply
via a factor of R/�, resulting from the smaller typical scale set
by gap width. Here we have assumed that only a single species
is present at the top of the gap, an assumption that is justified
by the rapid acceleration of electrons and positrons in opposite
directions.

The relativistic outflow of particles at the top of the gap can
carry a substantial total kinetic luminosity. Given the above
estimates for the number density and typical Lorentz factor,
the kinetic flux in the outflowing leptons is

Felep = �max,ICmec3ng

= 3.4⇥1013R2
15⌦

2
F,-4B2

2⌘
-1/2
th erg cm-2 s-1 .

(12)

Integrating this across the entire stagnation surface gives a total
kinetic luminosity of

Lelep ⇡
Z R

0
4⇡R0dR0Felep

= 1.1⇥1044R4
15⌦

2
F,-4B2

2⌘
-1/2
th erg s-1 .

(13)

Note that typically ⌦F / M-1 and R / M, where M is the mass
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Figure 2. Meridional (x-z) snapshots of the stagnation surface, at which the
radial velocity vanishes (ur = 0), shown at different times with different colors
(see legend) for a simulation of magnetically-arrested disk around a spinning
black hole with dimensionless spin a = 0.9 (Tchekhovskoy et al., in prepara-
tion). For clarity, we only show the highly magnetized region, pmag/⇢c2 > 10.
The black hole event horizon is shown as the black filled circle. Panel (a) shows
a series of snapshots of the stagnation surface taken at intervals comparable to
the light crossing time, �t ⇡ 5rg/c. The stagnation surface is clearly variable
on such a short timescale, with its radial position changing by 5-10%. On aver-
age, the stagnation surface is at a distance r ⇡ 5-10rg. Panel (b) shows how the
shape of the stagnation surface evolves on longer time scales, �t ⇡ 104rg/c.
On such longer time scales the amplitude of variability can be as high as 50%.
For example, the shape of the surface can be substantially distorted by infalling
gas that pushes the jet (e.g., see cyan dash-dotted line, which corresponds to
t = 75305rg/c).

of the black hole. Hence, at fixed magnetic field strength the
pair luminosity scales as M2, implying that Lelep/LEdd /M. Our
fiducial numbers correspond roughly to M87, and thus a black
hole mass of order 1010 M�, for which the above luminosity is
about 3⇥10-4LEdd.

2.3. Gap Stability
The lepton structure in the gap is generally quite unstable,

both due to the large-scale GRMHD processes that lead to its
formation and the particle acceleration that fill it. In the case
of its generic structure, the typical variability timescale is of
order the light crossing time of the radial position of the gap,
typically ⇡ 10rg. The radial position of the gap varies by about
. 10% on this time scale, as can be seen in Figure 2.

The particle acceleration processes will induce local variabil-
ity on much shorter timescales, comparable to the light cross-
ing time across the gap (see Appendix B.2). In our fiducial
model, this is roughly 0.7R-1/2

15 ⌦-1/2
F,-4 B-1/2

2 u-1/2
s,0 s. For M87, this

is roughly six orders of magnitude smaller than GM/c3! How-
ever, in practice, the gap has a transverse extent that greatly ex-
ceeds �, and therefore usually many independently fluctuating
regions are visible at once. Assuming that each independent

(Broderick and Tchekhovskoy, submitted)
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Figure 3. A sequence of the resulting energy distributions for escaping photons (left column) and leptons (right column) for different values of initial energy of the
electron, shown in different rows, from top to bottom: E0/mec2 = 106,107,1.6⇥109,1010. Different generations of lepton and photon energy spectra are shown with
lines of different colors, thicknesses and line types (see the legend). We start at generation zero with a single electron at energy E0. The electron up-scatters a seed
photon into gamma rays and cools into a power-law energy distribution. The gamma ray pair-produces off of another seed photon (see main text for details). Gamma
rays, which are not energetic enough to pair-produce, escape, and their spectrum is shown in the left column. Note that at generations of ⇡ 100 and greater, the shape
of the spectrum of leptons and photons is essentially independent of the initial energy of the electron, E0: it is only the normalization of the spectra that depends on
E0, not their shape.

Therefore, photons at and just below the spectral break in
M87’s SED will contribute to pair production within the gap.

The length scale over which the asymptotic lepton Lorentz
factors are obtained is

`IC ⇡ 5.5⇥1010 cm = 5.6⇥10-5rg , (45)

and the typical mean free path of the up-scattered photons to
pair production is

`�� ⇡ 1.7⇥1012 cm ⇡ 1.7⇥10-3rg . (46)

Hence, as anticipated, both the acceleration and subsequent
pair production within the gap occurs on scales much smaller
than the typical gap thickness that might be expected on global
considerations (i.e., rg). The resulting gap thickness is then
roughly

�⇡ 4.3⇥1011 cm , (47)

implying a corresponding density at the top of the gap of

ng ⇡ 2.2⇥10-2 cm-3 . (48)

4.3. Post-Gap Cascade
Given the threshold seed photon energy of 1.2 meV, the min-

imum gamma-ray energy for which the seed photons bath is
optically-thick to pair production is ✏�,min = 640 GeV, hence
the asymptotic Lorentz factor for M87 is

��� = 2.6⇥106 , (49)

implying enhancement in the number density due to the post-
gap cascade of roughly n1/ng = 670 (see Equation 20).

To verify this analytical estimate, we carried out numeri-
cal integration of the pair cascade equations (28)–(29), as de-
scribed in Section 3.2. We choose the following parameters
to describe the seed photon spectrum in our fiducial model of
M87: ↵ = 1.2, ✏m = 1.2 meV, ✏M = 0.8 eV. We start with an ini-
tial distribution that corresponds to an electron emerging from
the top of the gap at an energy E0. For numerical convenience,
we represent its energy distribution with a narrow Gaussian
distribution shown in Figure 3(e)-(h) with thin solid dark red
line. Different rows show distributions for different values of
E0/mec2: 106, 107, 1.6⇥ 109 (fiducial value), and 1010. We
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Summary
• Central accumulation of large-scale magnetic flux saturates 

black holes with flux and leads to MADs

• MADs give us the upper envelope of the elusive disk-jet 
connection: 

‣ MADs likely power the most powerful jets in the Universe

‣ Net energy can be extracted from a black hole in a realistic 
astrophysical setting, for the first time

• Observational evidence for MADs in tidal disruption events, 
GRBs, and active galactic nuclei

• Cooling of the disk decreases jet power -> state transitions!

• Core-collapse GRB jets are stable in 3D! (preliminary)


